Physical alterations that change the DNA to cause cancer
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Genetic alterations that produce cancer, as the last link in the chain of events would be
physical forces (vibrations, light, electromagnetism) and not biological.
But biological organisms (microorganisms in the cell environment, or virus inside the cell)
could produce also physical forces that act in fact almost directly changing DNA.
Therefore, the molecular changes in the internal or external cellular environment end up
producing physical changes that alter the three dimensional structure of DNA
conformation, mainly producing some kind of vibration (EM waves) and the resulting
change in electrons.
Denaturalization of nucleic acids of DNA by high temperatures produces a separation of
the double helix, occurs because the hydrogen bonds are broken. This event can
occur during polymerase chain reaction, nucleic acid chains are again
teaming (renaturalized) once the "normal" conditions are restored. If
conditions are restored quickly or not, the chains can not line up properly.
A scientist who has ventured into this field of physical influences of DNA is Luc
Montagnier.1 2 The Nobel Prize winner is investigating a hypothesis, first developed by
Jacques Benveniste, which establishes a relationship between electromagnetic waves (EM)
produced by biological substances, such as DNA, including viruses and bacteria (with some
of its components), with the development of certain diseases such as autism,
Alzheimer's and Parkinson.3 Montagnier said in his works that DNA emits EM
waves when excited and could then change their three dimensional
conformation resulting in impact on gene expression. We focus on cancer.
Different wavelengths (since we know that EM waves can modify the DNA destroying
or causing cell death) could activate or inactivate genes repressing promoters of cancer.
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And each wavelength in each different medium or different cells or different DNA,
different molecular changes can result at any level. We
believe that some molecules or physical changes in the extracellular environment may also
affect the way the DNA. Or maybe the physical environment of the interface between
the transmitter and receiver (in this case DNA) EM pulse is altered. And when it comes
to altering the physical environment, we can say electrons, photons
or elements capable of traveling through the extra-and intracellular biological
environment, and interact with DNA directly.
Although work published by Franco, is in animals, the line of research would be the
same: small molecular alterations that cause changes in the physical environment and
cause effects at the cellular level.4 5
Another mechanism could be that the alteration of a cell membrane receptor to interact
with a substance in the extracellular medium may emit EM waves into the intracellular
environment to generate physical disturbances that modify the DNA. Or the same electrical
disturbance of the cell membrane to change its conformation the
same membrane receptor or to interact with this element could lead to physical change, no
changes of cellular metabolism inside the cell. And these intracellular movements of
particles or the surrounding physical environment can be driven by the
cytoskeleton, as this should have tether both in the cell membrane and in nuclear.
Another element that could function as a transfer medium is water, such as electron
transport itself, giving and receiving the same, using hydrogen as the main atom.
The chain of events to the DNA that produce the phenotypic changes can be either
atomic or molecular and sub-atomic, or, as I argue, physical nature, as an example the
vibrations, which obviously end up being a jump or change of electron.
For example, a particle or a molecule that
alters a cell receptor, altered this to create adisturbance inside the cell by altering the
intracellular substance (matrix gel or sol).This alteration of the intracellular matrix lead to
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the nucleus and DNA, through themechanism of exchange of electrons with vibrational
motion or similar, since minor alterations of DNA methylation or aggregate rate of H
atoms can activate or deactivate genes, they change the same threedimensional conformation and functionality.
One implication of this theory is that scientists are beginning to investigate the physical
consequences of small molecular changes. We would like to focus in the opposite: physical
features could produce perdurable molecular changes.

Because tissues consist of biomolecules that have their own distinctive set of molecular
vibrations, the Raman spectrum (RS) is actually a biochemical figure print, converting
these biomolecules in spectral markers.6
There has been exponential interest in using RS to detect molecular changes in tissue
associated with the development of diseases in recent years.7 8 The potential of this
technique has been demonstrated mainly for the diagnosis of malignancy in various organ
systems, such as the cervix, skin, breast, and bladder.9 10 11 12 Previous Raman studies in
colon research have focused on cancer and precancer detection. Early work on colon cancer
using near infrared RS found differences between normal tissue and adenocarcinoma
corresponding to nucleic acid changes.13
RS is a sensitive technique that can detect molecular-specific alterations in diseased tissue.
Previous Raman studies have demonstrated the potential of RS in differentiating colorectal
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cancer from normal tissues.14 15 Molecular changes of nucleic acids and lipids were
associated with the development of cancer.16
The greatest advantage of RS is its potential to provide fast and accurate in vivo diagnosis
in situ, without the requirement of staining or exogenous agents. Because RS can provide
molecular-specific information regarding the biochemical components of tissue, it has great
potential to serve as a supplemental tool to diagnose cancer from its origins.
As Akira Shinohara says: “More recent experiments indicate that physical forces may be
regulating chromosome functions, that is, physics may regulate biochemistry”.17
It takes a lot of teamwork, collaboration, among physicists, molecular biologists and
geneticists to achieve not only apparent in all aspects of this theory but also progress on the
implications of it.
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